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Achieving Financial Independence  

 

Is achieving Financial Independence important to you?  For most people the answer is yes, but 
the question becomes how do you achieve Financial Independence? 

 

Franklin Templeton in a recent video highlighted three aspects of Well Being that might help us 
create a strategy to achieve Financial Independence. 

1) Mental Health – Being in a healthy state of mind can allow you to potentially make good 

financial decisions.  Which may improve your overall health. 

2) Physical Health – This aspect has become increasing a focus of more companies, 

insurance companies and individuals.  In some cases, health insurance premiums are 

higher for those who make unhealthy choices such as smoking.  Making healthy choices 

by “getting your steps in” could help individuals remain more active and healthier. 

3) Financial Health – Of the three this might be the most abstract and hardest to define.  

Mostly because there is not a right or wrong answer, but just like healthy choices there 

are fundamentals that are important. Yes, making bad financial decisions can add up 

over time, just like unhealthy choices can add up to weight gain, stress, heart disease 

and other issues.  But just like healthy choices, making one bad choice may not derail 

your Financial Independence.  Just like a bowl of ice cream every so often is not going to 

have you gain 50 lbs.  I like ice cream especially with chocolate sauce. 

 

One aspect all three of these have in common is being consistent overtime you most likely will 
achieve your goals.  But unlike the Mental & Physical Health, Financial Health in many cases 
may be the hardest one to recognize, but possibly the easiest to fix.   

 

Maintaining a positive healthy situation is usually achieved overtime.  For example, if you 
decide you want to run a marathon usually you just don’t wake up and run Boston.  You train so 
that overtime you build up endurance, a mental picture of the race and you establish goals 
based on your training not the other way around. 

 

Achieving Financial Independence is no different.  We create an investment program for you, 
not your friend or sibling.  The key to this a mental picture that breaks down into two 
categories: Time & Purpose.  Before you make any choices with your money you need to 
answer those two questions.  Why?  Well it’s simple, matching the time you will need to use the 
money with the purpose of the money allows us to create investment programs that may help 
achieve Financial Independence.  For example if you are planning on purchasing a home in the 
12-18 months maybe the best place for these funds is in a savings account.  Why – Because  
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losses hurt more than gains help.  You’re going to need all that money and while potentially 
earning 8-10-12% would be great, but what if you lose 8-10-12%.  You might not have enough 
money for the house. 

 

Financial Independence is built on this premise.  Reason being is if we align the investments 
with the time period, we may tend to be less anxious and understand that we have money in 
the appropriate investments for the time we intend on using the money.  So, when we think of 
time think in terms of 1-2 year, 2-5 year, 5-10 year or longer.  If you are 30 years old and 
investing in the market for retirement you should be doing a happy dance.  Why – you just got a 
windfall opportunity.  How – the markets are on sale.  The money you invest today may 
purchase more shares in your investment which when the market turns and it will at some 
point you may see exponential returns.  Why – because your time period is possibly 30+ years 
so you can afford the swings. 

 

However, today with the market in flux, if you are 60 years old and with 5-years or less for 
retirement and you have not made good financial decisions your Financial Independence could 
be in jeopardy.   

 

Creating Financial Independence is not a do it once and your done strategy.  Just like remaining 
healthy isn’t just taking a walk every six-months.  Consistency is the key.  No matter your 
current situation, we may still be able to develop a strategy that can help you achieve your 
Financial Independence.  Although depending on your situation, it may not be on the timeline 
you initially had in mind.  But we won’t know until we try.  Just like a doctor would run tests and 
evaluate those tests, we can virtually do the same thing with your financial health. 

 

But just like visiting the doctor, the first step is to acknowledge you need help and make the 
appointment.  So if you are interested in creating a strategy that might help you maintain your 
Financial Independence give me a call Milton Flanagan at 630-235-5273 or email me at 
mflanagan@flanaganfinancialservices.net and we can schedule a time to discuss options that 
might help create Financial Independence for you and your family. 
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